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FOREWORD

Central Government budget for Rural Development has gone
up by a hefty 460% over the last 5 years which has transformed
the rural landscape in many respects. 70% of the villages are
now connected by all-weather road, 60% households have electricity
and the number of mobile phones has crossed 300 million connections.
India’s rural market has become a US $ One Trillion economy,
equal to the size of the current Canadian or South Korean economies!
Rural markets have thus become attractive for Corporate India.

As the penetration and consumption for most categories –
durables and FMCGs — are still lower in rural when compared
to urban, companies can look forward to this huge, untapped
market as their next frontier. Rural market in India has reached
in flexion point with infrastructure falling in place and will continue to grow as rural
incomes rise in the next decade. The income pyramid will morph into a diamond as
consumers at the base of the pyramid earning less $ 1 per capita/per day shrink from 400
million in 2010 to 250 million by 2020. Simultaneously the rich earning more than $ 5 will
treble, from 50 million to 150 million and the middle income will expand by 150 million
people. This dramatic growth in incomes will drive consumption like never before.

The challenges companies face in tapping the growing potential of rural India will
be reaching their products to 600,000 village locations and communicating brand messages
to millions of first time consumers as also in offering affordable products.

It is against this backdrop that I view the publication of the book, “Emerging Trends
at the Bottom End of Pyramid: The Challenges of Rural Marketing.” I find it highly
rewarding and relevant. The time is right to explore the various aspects of rural marketing
to answer the challenges in the best way possible. The book carries a number of well
researched papers which readers will find very enlightening as far as the current issues
of rural marketing are concerned. This wealth of research will go a long way in shaping
right marketing strategies for rural India and will help us in the overall growth of the
nation and its 1.3 billion people.

It is a well edited book and Dr. H. S. Cheema and his team deserve kudos for the
painstaking efforts in carefully arranging and editing the research papers. I also appreciate
the time invested by research scholars in authoring the research papers. When I overhear
people talking of India taking center stage in the world economy, it reminds me of an
institute such as iFEEL that has been continuously supporting quality research and the
present book is an ample proof of their hard earned reputation of turning the institute
into a research hub of future.

Pradeep Kashyap

Founder and CEO, MART and

President, Rural Marketing Association of India.



PREFACE

“The future lies with those companies who see the poor as their customers”  says

C.K. Prahald, one of the prominent management gurus. The rural India is no more an isolated

phenomenon but a dream land of opportunities to the marketers all over world in a dismal

urban scenario where markets are saturated and margins are shrinking. In an area where

technology is bringing in new products every now then with strict adherence to quality, marketers

all over the world are bound to go for greener pastures. What else can be more promising

than rural India where 53% of FMCG and 59% of the durables are consumed by the 74.6 core

rural population with its per capita income doubling by 2012! KPMG ranks India second on

GRD index.

India is changing very fast. We see the marks of the great change that the forces of

globalization and liberation have imprinted on our cities, its people and the rural India. As the

economy was poised for this giant leap, the government, boosted by overall revenue generation,

growth of GDP, rapid industrialization, business expansion, the spread of education and technology

went ahead boldly with various schemes benefiting the rural populace. The gradual awakening

on the part of rural India and its changing face has attracted the attention of national and

international industries and business houses to tap this huge untapped potential. Another

reason for this important shift was the increase in the purchasing power of lower and middle

class segments of the society including the rural populace. Media revolution too played a key

role in synthesizing rural India with their urban counter parts. The rising aspirations, new

hopes and new found confidence urged rural populace to adapt to the new life styles of the

twenty first century.

There were times when a number of problems were plaguing India. A country with the

second largest population in the world and major chunk of the population depending on a

poorly equipped agriculture, India Imported grains from major economies in the world to feed

the huge population. India cut a poor figure on the world map.  The same country, once

viewed as huge liability for the world, is poised to become the second fastest developing

economy. Experts at home and abroad are agog to see such an astounding metamorphosis.

Today they are unanimous in saying that the rising clout of rural India and its huge middle

class hold a great promise for Indian economy in particular and for the world economy in

general.



Viewed against this promising scenario of emerging rural India, the publication of “Emerging

Trends at the Bottom End of Pyramid” has a unique significance as it provides intellectual

capital in the form of a wide spectrum of research papers that present a treasure of data. As

the years pass, we are bound to face many challenges on the road to rural marketing. All

reputed industries and business houses are in the process of formulating their strategies to

cater to the rural market in the best way possible.  This is going to be a different ball game

altogether as rural populace has a different mind set, their needs, expectations and life styles

are different. Here lies a great challenge for all those big brands to customize their products

to suit the rural tastes.

The four parts of the book deal with different facets of rural market. Part A: Rural Market-

Opportunities and Challenges has a rich range of research papers unfolding this enigma called

rural market. The very first paper ‘Changing Marketing Environment and Its Impact on Rural

Marketing in the 21st century’ shows how the general marketing scenario is changing very fast

and how it is playing a crucial role in shaping the policies designed to deal with the rural

markets. The variety of research papers in part A has all the relevant issues for research such

as rural environment, opportunities and challenges of rural marketing, rural markets and retail

in 2011, the changing paradigm in rural marketing, global HRM, rural logistics, causes of stress

among rural students etc.

Part-B of the book views rural economy, its structure, various under and cross currents

affecting the scope, growth and size of rural market. ‘Commercialization of Microfinance — An

Indian Scenario depicts the journey of how finance changed in order to accommodate the

emerging trends. Micro-finance is emerging as a powerful instrument of poverty alleviation in

the new economy. In India, micro-finance scene is dominated by self-help groups and bank

linkage programs which are aimed at providing a cost effective mechanism for providing

financial services to the ‘unreached poor. There are quite a good number of quality research

papers such as ‘Socio-Economic Impact Analysis of Micro Finance in India’, ‘Micro-finance:

The sole Tool for Rural Economic Independence’, Micro-finance in Rural India- Business Opportunities

and Challenges for Private Sector’, and  ‘Critical Analysis of Micro finance in India with special

reference to Rural Markets.’

Part-C takes care of marketing strategies which form the most crucial part of rural marketing

as the future of a product depends on how well it is marketed. This process involves thorough

analysis of the rural market and various forces at work in shaping up appropriate strategies.

The spectrum of papers present  a very varied view of strategies to be adopted while marketing

different products. ‘Facets of Marketing in Fertilizers: An Empirical Study.’ This kind of study



is of great value in Indian context as agrarian economy contributes the major share of revenue

to the GDP and fertilizers play a key role in overall per acre crop cultivation. Likewise the rest

of the papers in the section present a very holistic view of kind of strategies to be adopted for

successful marketing of products in rural markets through many papers such as, ‘Frugal Innovation:

A Success Mantra for the Rural Marketing’, ‘Value for Offering in Rural Markets’, ‘Brand Construct

Using Imagery to Create Brand Identity in Rural Markets’, and ‘Supply Chain Management

(SCM) Effect of Organized Vegetable Retailing on Farmers.’

Part-D has another important section of case studies. All the research needs to be supported

by appropriate case studies. There are eight case studies in this section. Just a simple reference

is enough to make you aware of the range these case studies cover. ‘Role of National Service

Scheme in Rural Management’, deals with how certain ambitious schemes started by the

government in colleges are serving an important purpose of building a healthy rural society.

‘Impact of National Rural Employment Guarantee Schemes (NERGS) on the Rural Poor Households

of Manipur’ and ‘Marketing Strategies for Untapped Rural Market with STP analysis: A Case

Study of Bharati Airtel Rural Strategy’ present a matter of fact analysis of some of the aspects

of rural markets. This happens to be the most practical and interesting part of this book.

In short, “Emerging Trends at the Bottom End of Pyramid” serves the most important

purpose of dissemination of knowledge and what else can be the better way than publishing

quality research in a book form.  “Research begets more research” is literally true because

this motivates academic fraternity to go the research way and make a potential contribution

to the development of the society through providing intellectual capital to tackle the challenges

society, in general, is facing. This book makes a very interesting reading. Research is really a

stupendous task for the researchers to collect relevant data and put it in the research format.

All their attempts have been extremely fruitful as you acutely realize the hard efforts researchers

put into carrying forward the research. I am quite confident that the book will go a long way

in helping students, faculties, institutions, industries and business houses in carrying forward

this important legacy of research.

Wish you a joyful reading to you and to many those who will be a part of academia in

near future.

Dr. H. S. CHEEMA

CEO & Dean

Institute for Future Education Entrepreneurship and Leadership
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CHANGING MARKETING
ENVIRONMENT AND ITS
IMPACT ON RURAL
MARKETING IN 21ST
CENTURY

1

Mrs. Anupama Nerurkar*

INTRODUCTION

South Asia is primarily rural in character and large population resides in rural area. Today
India has more than 70% of its population living in rural areas. Other neighbouring countries
like Pakistan and Sri Lanka have more than 2/3rd population in rural area. Rural marketing has
emerged as the biggest opportunity in the 21st century. It is a challenge for multinationals in
highly competitive nature of urban markets. The changing consumer behavior is the result of
changing marketing environment in rural areas.

The paper tends to bring about the phenomenal changes in the environmental factors
that have forced the marketers to consider rural market as a profitable and growing market
.Basically marketing is about identifying and meeting human and social needs. Marketing
management in 21st century is an art and science of choosing target markets and getting,
keeping and growing customers through creating delivering and communicating superior customer
value.

Rural means places far away from towns and cities. (Collin & Cobuild Dictionary) The
term Rural is defined by the Government of India as what is not urban. Rural marketing is the
process of developing, pricing, promoting, distributing rural specific goods and services leads
to exchanges between urban and rural markets, which satisfies consumer demand and also
achieves organizational objectives. Rural Marketing, in simple words is planning and implementation
of marketing function for the rural area.

Objectives of the study

(a) To analyse the environmental factors that affect the success of rural marketing.
(b) To identify the environmental changes which can be exploited as marketing opportunities.
(c) To suggest promotional tools for effective marketing in rural areas.

* Associate Professor in Commerce faculty in L.S. Raheja College of Arts & Commerce, Santacruz
(West) and a research scholar in PGSR, S.N.D.T. University, Mumbai.
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Marketing Environment

 Environment is the totality of all things/situations/influences that affect the business activities
and surround it. Thus, marketing environment includes the marketing factors that directly or
indirectly influence the market and thereby marketing decisions of the firm.

The general factors include —

1. Demographic environment

2. Economic environment

3. Socio-cultural environment

4. Natural environment

5. Technological environment

6. Political-legal environment

(1) Demographic Environment
Size of population is an important factor. India has about 6,39,000 villages where 743

million people accounting for about 72% of India’s population reside. About 62% of the villages
have less than 1,000 population and 3% of the villages have population more than 5,000. Most
villages with less than 500 people do not have shops. This creates complexity in distribution
of logistics management. Age ratio is another factor to be considered. It is observed that in
India, young adults (20-35 yrs) account for only 25% of rural population. The young children
again constitute 25% of the rural population.

(2) Economic Environment
The rural population has a higher level of disposal of income at the same income level

compared to urban market. This is an encouraging fact for marketers including multinational
companies, the income levels in rural areas have increased over the years. The consumption
patterns of the rural consumers are also undergoing a shift, while income as well as expenditure
has increased in rural areas, spending on non-food items has also increased. The increasing
demand for many products in rural areas can be accounted for by this changing pattern.

(3) Social-cultural Environment
Social hierarchy, traditions, social norms and customs play important role in determining

individual and collective behavior in rural market. It is also influenced by regional culture.
Caste system is also a dominant factor. It determines the social status. Violations of norms can
lead to social tensions.

(4) Natural Environment
The natural environment of villages has been undergoing a rapid change. Pucca houses,

availability of electricity, two wheelers and four-wheelers are the common features. Farming
has also undergone a major change.

(5) Technological Environment
Technology is changing the face of rural markets. Green revolution has increased the

productivity. New technology in animal husbandry, poultry; dairy has witnessed a significant
increase in production. Farmers and fishermen are getting information through internet.
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(6) Political-legal Environment

 Earlier, rural market was only influenced by local politics. Today, they are amalgamated
with national mainstreams. They are benefitting from SEZ. A number of NGOs are educating
and organizing the villagers and playing a major role in creating political and legal awareness.
Thus, rural markets are monolithic and diverse in nature. The important influences include —

l Population

l Limited purchasing power

l It is necessary to understand that the regional disparities heavily influence economic
development, social interaction, politics and awareness level. This in turn influences
the purchasing power.

Today rising disposable income rural market due to

(a) New tax structure

(b) A good monsoon

(c) Fruits of green revolution

(d) Administered Pricing Mechanism (APM) has created disposable income.

The rural buyer provides range of contradictions and paradoxes, which are baffling to
most urban born marketing people. It is ironic that rural people amidst deficiency spends so
lavishly on wedding ceremonies and festivals. Today rural consumer shops for value. It is this
income that companies are going to tap in the near future.

Rising literacy levels
In the midst of change awareness farmers are remarkably well-informed concerning the

world around them. Simultaneously, the increased environment in school has gathered a
wave of rural demand for several life style and aspiration products. Hence, one can’t take a
generic view of Indian rural markets.

Spread of cable television
Media impact on rural customers is high because of satellite environment channels. This

is resulting in a change in their lifestyle, thereby increasing their consumption of food items.
The accessibility of television is high and compared to other mediums, its interest arousal
capacity is high. Attitudes have changed. The aspirations of the consumers have hence grown
purchasing commodities to buying brands.

Changing pattern of rural demand
(a) Increased crop yields mean enhanced rural purchasing power.

(b) Increase in export of agricultural products due to OGL, WTO policy.

(c) Better banking facilities.

(d) With co-op bank taking the lead in rural area, every village has access to short,
medium and long term loans from these banks. The credit facilities are lent by
public sector banks through Kisan Credit cards; help the farmers to buy seeds,
fertilizers and even consumer goods on installments.
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FMCG majors like HLL, Marico Industries, Colgate Palmolive, and Britannia are going for
rural marketing. MNCs in consumer durables, LG, Samsung targeted rural markets. These
companies s are changing the life style of rural Indian. Mass media has created increased
demand for goods and services in rural areas.

Government policies like following has increased income level and purchasing power.

(a) Self sufficiency like operation flood (White revolution).

(b) Employment schemes like – IRDA.

(c) REP (Rural Electrification programme).

(d) Credit cards for farmers.

(e) Co-operatives and corporate support.

(f) Micro Finance and emergence of SHG.

 However the problems remain more or less same in recent years,

1. Deprived people.

2. Dispensed markets — Believe in old customs, traditions, habits, taboos and practices,
gender inequality and regional or communal differences as well as significant deprivation
of basic human needs.

3. Lack of proper physical communication facilities, access to telephones.

4. Transportation problem like — Many are not connected by rail transport.

5. Many languages and dialects.

6. It is difficult for marketers to design promotional strategies due to varied culture.

7.  Lack of use of telephones, fax, telegrams.

8. Depressed markets.

9. District fairs are periodic and occasional in nature. Manufacturers and retailers can
use them for promotion as they allow greater visibility and capture the attention of
target audience for larger span.

10. Dispersed market — Rural population is scattered over a large area and it is almost
impossible to ensure the availability of a brand all over the country.

11. Advertising in such a highly heterogeneous market, which is widely spread and is
very expensive.

12. Low per capita income is another feature of rural marketing. Dependence upon the
agriculture situation as agriculture is the main source of income and it depends
largely on monsoon, there is no stable and regular demand.

13. Also there is problem of communication.

14. Prevalence of spurious brands and seasonal demand is also a regular feature. Rural
consumers are cautious in buying and decisions are slow. They like to give a product
a trail and only after getting personal satisfaction, do they buy again.

15. They have different ways of thinking. Vast difference in the lifestyle and limited
brands. Life in rural areas is still governed by customs and traditions and people do
not easily adopt new practices.
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16. Effective distribution in rural area requires rural level shopkeeper or stockist at
district level and co-owned depot or consignment distribution at state level. So
many tiers increase the cost of distribution .Thus, rural market typically signify complex
logistics challenges. The consumers at rural level has narrow consumption basket.

Marketers should do effective environment scanning. The major areas are —

l The consumers can be classified as the affluent group which includes cash rich wheat
farmers in Punjab and chilly merchants in Andhra Pradesh fall in this group. The
middle class is emerging as the largest segment like farmers in sugarcane cultivation
in U.P. and jute farmers in West Bengal. The poor sector stands out striking contrast
to the first group. The size is very large and their purchasing power is very low. This
group is receiving the benefits of several social, educational and economic schemes
and over a period of time. A good part of this group may advance economically and
merge into middle class.

l Occupation pattern includes farming (agriculture farming, animal husbandry), trading
crafts, poultry farming and odd jobs like plumbing, electric works, health workers and
teachers.

Though change is common, some changes seem peculiar and paradoxical. Today we
witness in Indian economy one such a bia-faceted change. Change from national to global on
one side and urban to rural on the other. Today, many Indian corporate and MNC look at these
markets by compulsion as well as by choice. Compulsion because market is saturated and
there is nowhere to go. Choice because they are attractive and viable. A silent revolution is
sweeping the Indian rural countryside. The marketing battlefield has shifted from the cities to
the villages. “Go rural” seems to be the latest slogan. Adi Godrej of Godrej soaps says “The
rural consumer is discerned and the rural market is vibrant. At the current of the growth, it will
soon outstrip the urban market the rural market is not sleeping any longer, we are “Everybody,
academicians, market researchers and market managers agree that the real India lives in
villages. Among various factors that have made rural markets attractive are large population,
raising prosperity, growth in consumption, life style changes, product life cycle advantage,
relatively high market growth rates, cost-effectiveness of rural marketing and convenience in
reaching rural areas.

Formulating rural marketing strategy:

It requires an understanding of the rural markets and the significant rural-urban differences
and similarities. Socio-cultural factors are the most important determinants in purchase decisions,
Basic cultural values have not faded in rural India. Many rural purchases require collective
social sanction, unheard of in urban areas. Buying decisions are highly influenced by social
customs, traditions and beliefs. Cast influences are direct and strong. However rural youths
are more open to new ideas and concepts.

1. Understanding social classes is equally important. However it is difficult to define
due to two reasons.

(a) Occupations are not same throughout the year.

(b) Incomes are understated as many farmers and artisans receive cash and kind
as their remuneration. But upper middle-upper class is targeted and attracted
towards premium products.
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2. Group psychology, information of primary group, opinions of secondary opinion
leaders like Sarpanch is most influential. It is observed that family purchase of
durables has nothing to do with income, but has more to do with size of family.
Existence of joint family system is attractive proposition. Still male head makes the
decisions in most of the cases.

3. New technology has boosted the incomes of the rural folks. Four fold increase in
the outlay for rural development from the seventh to Ninth Five-year Plan. Government
has introduced programmes for self employment. IT policy is also bringing connectivity
to the villages through the internet.

4. Rural bazaar is also displaying the market trend towards consumerism. Rural incomes
have changed drastically over the last five years, influencing market behavior. Rural
incomes have changed drastically because it is relatively free from direct taxes.

5. Rural markets are also witnessing value growth. Estimates are that rural market is
growing twice as fast as urban market for durable products as well as non-durables.
Indian market is constantly changing and it is now fiercely competitive today. Another
interesting observation is that FMCG counterfeit products only come in the smallest
size of packaging. In the rural market, low purchasing powers makes sachets of
25 gms and 30 gms packs popular. And it is in the case of these small packs that
consumers are duped more easily as the quantity is not large enough for the buyer
to discern its quality e.g., shampoo, hair oil, detergents, etc.

6. Competition from unorganized sector is heavy. The unorganized segment plays spoilsport
and benefits mainly due to strategy of low price. Rural marketing is at once a challenge
and an opportunity as it calls for substantial allocation for distribution. In rural market,
the battle is between fewer brands because retailers feel shy of stocking too many
brands of a product category. Obviously, one brand tends to dominate. So the first
entrant will have the obvious advantage.

CONCLUSION

Rural markets have changed. They are comparable to urban counterparts. Good quality
products offer best price and inspirational values to the rural consumers who have a particular
tendency to mimic his urban counterparts. The basic facilities such as housing, health, education
water supply, roads, communication and poor in most of the rural areas. Rural marketing is
the flow of goods and services from urban to rural and vice versa. The flow of goods within
the rural areas is also called rural marketing. Therefore rural marketing is two way marketing
process

1. Urban to rural

2. Rural to urban

3. Rural to rural.

Rural environment is characterized by low investment, low literacy and low density of
population, low infrastructural facilities, low income and low savings. Thus, marketing is the
process of delivering better standard of living and quality of life to the rural population. It is
a fact that rural markets are growing fast, nearly five times than the rate of growth in urban
markets. There is a need to understand the rural markets in terms of buyers’ behavior, attitudes,
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beliefs and aspirations of the people. However it is not easy to enter the rural market. The
companies entering the rural markets have a major role to play by carrying developmental
message to the less informed rural population. Further the companies with long-term plans
and high-level of commitment to rural marketing will only be successful. The rural market is
transforming year after year and it would be quite inappropriate to approach it with a mindset
about its past image.

But rural market is not homogeneous across the country. The region has resulted in
tremendous heterogeneity. The consumer willingness to accept innovation varies significantly
from one rural market segment to another. The rural population is normally perceived as a
multiple of poor population with limited purchasing power. The rural populations hardly change
their house or go for vacations. Thus, when there is a growth in their income, the extra money
goes straight into consumption. So Rural Marketing offers excellent opportunities if properly
exploited.
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